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MISSION

To create a program that is engaging and 
responsive for every student. We strive to make 
learning fun by helping students accomplish 
challenges and exceed their goals, in a caring 
and supportive environment.

Do what you love.
INSEPUSHON

The concept of Arguta originated from the realization that every child is 
unique, and requires a personalized curriculum which can unleash their 
incredible potential. Our educational approach empowers students to 
hone their skills by letting them follow their true passion with our expert 
guidance.

VISION

We aspire to build an innovative process to 
determine future talent needs for the next 
generation of innovators, explorers, inventors 
and pioneers who can pursue their dreams 
beyond boundaries.

PHILOSOPHY

Edu-Vation, where Education meets Innovation. 
At Arguta International School, we understand that each of our 
students has unique talent. We believe that learning can only be 
fostered from a feeling of mutual respect and compassion, and we 
maintain those values in everything we do. Our unique approach 
provides students with the best support system that will help them 
to lead a successful path of their choices.



Alka Dubey
Chairperson, 
Arguta Educational Foundation 

Founder member Swami 
Vivekanand Takniki Sansthan, 
running 2 successful colleges in 
Indore. Has 14 years of experi-
ence in the field of education 
and enormous expertise in real 
estate, retail and transport.

Amresh Dubey
Director, 
Arguta Educational foundation

An MBA graduate from CUIM 
Bangalore is serving in the field of 
education for the last 6 years, 
embarking on the journey as vision-
ary youth of India. He is the thought-
ful brain behind the concept of AIS 
kids to nurture talent in AEF.

Anjesh Dubey
Additional Director, 
Arguta Educational Foundation

Graduated from San Jose State 
University, California. Working in 
Salesforce.com, San Francisco, 
which has been awarded one of 
the most innovative companies 
in the world.

Physical Stages of Child Development

Children are engaged in a continuous process of learning about themselves 
and their world. As they mature, the world expands from their home and 

parents to siblings to peers and, eventually, to people and places they know about 
but may never actually see. In order to function successfully in society, children must 
learn to know themselves, to achieve self-identity. They must also learn about social 

interaction and recognize ways in which they are azzlike as well as different from 
others. Those are psychosocial ways of thinking. At the same time, children are 
experiencing tremendous growth in cognitive abilities. Development continu-

ally goes on all three of those areas: thus childhood is a crucial stage of life.

FOUNDERS

OUR UNIQUE METHODOLOGY

Infancy
Birth - 18 months

Walking

Simple language

Attached to 
parents

Early & Middle 
Chlidhood
19 months - 6 years
 

Language well established

Knows gender differences

Group play

Ends with readiness for 
schooling

Late childhood
7 - 13 years 

Many cognitive
processes become 
adult except in speed 
of operation

Team play

Adolescence  
14 - 18 years 

Attains highest level 
of cognition

Independence from 
parents

Human relationships



UNIQUE CURRICULUM
FOR UNIQUE CHILDREN

ARGUTA LAND

SKILL
DEVELOPMENT

Learning Studios Nursery to Kg II

A child’s play is not 
simply a reproduction 
of what he has 
experienced, but a 
creative reworking 
of the impressions 
he has acquired.”

“
Lev Vygotsky

SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT

The carefully designed curriculum focuses on the holistic development of the child with three 
types of activities named Seed Packets, Puddle Story Club, and TotPlay Club. The specially 
designed Seed Packets are fun-filled knowledge boxes that helps to stimulate thought 
processes, solving problems to make learning easy and fun. Puddle story club is based on new 
generation augmented reality, designed  to recognize and express feelings while helping the 
child to develop a social and emotional relation with helping to develop receptive language. 
Tot play club is designed for kids to unfold sensory motion while developing fine and motor 
skills



ARGUTA ATRIUM

The Best way 
to predict future 
is to create it.”
“
Abraham Lincoln

SCIENCE
ACTIVITY LAB

MANAGEMENT
ACTIVITY LAB

As the children grow, it becomes important that their skillset grow as well, however in right 
direction. We at Arguta International School identify one skill every month that we like to 
impart in children. According to their age group. We infuse these skills among students with 
the help of various activities and workshops. This method makes learning fun for the students 
and inspires them to work towards their real talent.

ART
ACTIVITY LAB

TECHNOLOGY
ACTIVITY LAB

SPORTS
ACTIVITY LAB

Learning Studios I to V

SMATS
5 Activity Lab 
Approach



A good concept without execution is like soul without body. Thus, be it having the balanced 
Teacher to Student ratio of 20:1 or equipping the curriculum with world class food and sports 
facilities for the holistic development of children, we have paid attention to every bit of it.

FACILITIES

SPORTS

LAWN TENNIS FOOTBALL

CRICKET VOLLEYBALL

120000 square feet of Centrally 
Air Conditioned Space

4200 square feet Arguta Active 
Kids Garden

Smart Classrooms equipped 
with Advanced Technology

2000+ Activities under various 
Active Labs

Insect Repellent Innovative 
Uniform with tested by USDA

20000 square feet 
state-of-the-art Mess Facility



BASKETBALL SKATING

SQUASH RIFLE SHOOTING

MARTIAL ARTS TABLE TENNIS

HUGO Kid Play Equipments - Only company in Indian 
subcontinent with European Safety Certification.

Learning studios with flexible furniture spaces from 
Civom India, in collaboration with Raeco - a globally 
recognised brand from Melbourne, Australia.

QUALITY STANDARDS
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